Speed Plus S
Include:
Buggy
Bottle holder

Highlights:
Light and maneuverable recliner buggy
Small folding size
For everyday use or travel
Carrying loop for transportation
Ergonomic handles
Productimages:
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Speed Plus S

Designed to cope with corners. A smart, sporty, and maneuverable buggy with the
emphasis on the "driving" experience. The Speed Plus S is the perfect companion for
everyday life and travel. Folded up as narrow as an umbrella, it becomes a practical
buggy-to-go that can be taken anywhere.
Your child will enjoy every outing in the Speed Plus S, even shopping trips. Thanks to the
360° swiveling or lockable front wheels, it nimbly slaloms around small shops. The soft
handles have special finger indentations to make pushing comfortable for mom and dad.
Refreshments are always ready to hand in the drinks holder.
Your little one will always feel good in this comfortably padded buggy. You can quickly
conjure up a cozy place for your child to sleep, because shopping is hard work. The
backrest can be angled into a lying position and the footrest adjusted horizontally. The
fun can continue after the nap. Store your shopping or baby essentials in the large
basket. Keep your cell phone in the pocket on the canopy. To keep your child safe on the
move at all times, the Speed Plus S has a 5-point belt and front bar. The parking brake
reliably prevents the buggy from moving on any surface, while you take a break.
Speed Plus S folds up into a narrow shape, like an umbrella, for transport and can easily
be carried by the practical loop.
NEW! You can now use the Speed Plus S for even longer, because it can carry up to
25kg. This means we voluntarily satisfy requirements over and above legal standards.
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Colorvariants
135785 Caviar/neon Yellow

135792 Forest Fun

Equipment characteristics
Suspension
Plastic wheel
Large shopping basket
Locking brake
Easy to clean
Measurements and weights
Weight buggy (in total)

7,70 kg

Measurements folded (min.)

110 x 35 x 30 cm

Measurements built-up (max.)

77 x 46 x 108 cm

Seat width

31 cm

Measurements lying area

83 cm

Lengths of seat and backrest

21 / 46 cm

Height of handle

108 cm

Wheel diameter (back wheel)

13,5 cm

Wheel diameter (front wheel)

13,5 cm

Buggy / push chair: From 0 month to 15 kg
Features Buggy
Back rest inclination

106,5 - 147 °

Adjustable back rest (different positions or continuously)
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4x

Speed Plus S
Features Buggy
Adjustable footrest

2 x

Detachable canopy
Detachable cover
Detachable front bar
Lockable and swivelling front wheels
Detachable front wheels
Detachable rear wheels
Combinable with soft carry cot
Combinable with soft carry cot
5-point harness system
Sending information
Pack size

26 x 22 x 100 cm

Weight total single item (without box)

7,70 kg

Weight total single item (incl. box)

9,00 kg

Product Videos
hauck Speed Plus S
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=so-z0vf4eec
https://www.youtube.com/hauckfunforkids
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Lifestyle Image
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